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ABSTRACT

We briefly present the theory for a broadband constant-beamwidth transducer (CBT) formed by a conformal
circular-arc array of dipole elements previously developed in seminal works. This technical report considers a
dipole CBT prototype with cosine amplitude shading of the source distribution. We show that this leads to a
readily-equalizable response from about 100Hz to 10kHz with a far-field radiation pattern that remains constant
above the cutoff frequency determined by the beam-width and arc radius of the array, and below the critical
frequency determined by discrete element spacing at which spatial aliasing effects occur. Furthermore, we show
that the shape of the radiation pattern is the same as the shading function, and remains constant over a broad band
of frequencies.

1 Introduction

Taylor, Manke and Keele in [1] developed the theory
for a constant directivity circular-arc (CBT) line ar-
ray formed by continuous line sources of dipole ele-
ments. They have shown that choosing an appropri-
ate frequency-independent amplitude shading function
leads to a far-field radiation pattern that is constant
above a cutoff frequency determined by the beam-
width and arc radius of the array. The first known
dipole CBT array was built by Monte Kay for his
home theatre system in 2009 (see http://www.mfk-
projects.com/Home_Theatre/center_speaker.html).

In this report we present acoustic measurements of a
prototype CBT dipole array, and show that it confirms
much of the existing theory.

2 CBT Theory Review

The following are key results from [1] with most of the
steps omitted. See the original paper for more details.

We consider a time-harmonic acoustic line source in
the form of a circle of radius a, in free space, as shown

in Fig. 1. The source elements are taken to be radially-
oriented dipoles. We adopt a coordinate system in
which the circle lies in the xz-plane, with its center at
the origin. We take the x-axis (θ = φ = 0) to be the
primary “on-axis” direction of the resulting radiation
pattern. We assume the source distribution is iso-phase
and continuous, with strength that varies with polar
angle α according to a dimensionless and frequency-
independent “shading function" S(α) (sometimes also
called the amplitude taper).

We assume the shading function S(α) is even, so it can
be expressed as a Fourier cosine series

S(α) =
∞

∑
n=0

an cos(nα) (1)

Referring to Fig. 1, the total (complex) pressure at O
in the far-field due to a line source of dipole elements,
with unit acceleration amplitude, is given by

p =
e−ikr

r
kacosφ

∞

∑
n=0

an fn(kacosφ)cos(nθ) (2)

where k is the wave number [2, p. 312] and with

fn(x) = 2πinJ′n(x) (3)
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Fig. 1: Geometry of a circular line source of dipoles.

where Jn is a Bessel function of the first kind [3].

Taylor, et al. go on to derive the following properties
from (2):

• Each circular harmonic shading mode is mapped
to a corresponding radiation mode in the far field
by a factor fn (the “mode amplitude”) that de-
pends only on φ and the dimensionless frequency
ka, thus preserving the mode shape. Hence, any
single-mode shading S(α) = cos(nα) the far-field
radiation pattern is identical to the shading func-
tion at all frequencies, at least in any vertical plane
(constant φ ).

• The far-field radiation pattern of an appropriately
shaded circular array of dipoles will be indepen-
dent of frequency provided

x = kacosφ � n (4)

• For frequencies above cutoff the far-field pressure
decreases at 3 dB/oct with decreasing frequency.

• Below cutoff, the array as a whole radiates like
a single dipole at the origin, oriented along the
x-axis. Hence, the far-field pressure decreases at
6 dB/oct with decreasing frequency.

3 Experimental Prototype

A single dipole CBT array was constructed using 10
full-range audio transducers with no cabinet. It was
designed to have -6dB beamwidth at 47◦, with the array
forming a 70◦ circular arc, with a radius of 705 mm,
and a source spacing of 66 mm (centre-to-centre). The
source spacing of this array should introduce spatial
aliasing effects at f ≈ 2.6 kHz.

Fig. 2: The fully assembled dipole array implemented
using 10 each 2.5" full-range drivers.

The prototype used 10 ND65-8 2.5" full-range drivers
produced by Dayton Audio. These drivers feature a
usable frequency range from 80 Hz to 20 kHz, low
distortion, and 15 W of RMS power handling [4]. The
array is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Shading Function

The shading function S(θ) implemented in our proto-
type

S(θ) =

{
cos
( 9

7 θ
)
|θ | ≤ 70◦

0 |θ |> 70◦
(5)

was chosen from a list of several good candidate shad-
ing functions provided by Taylor, et al. [1]. The theo-
retical cutoff frequency of this shading function occurs
at ka ≈ 3, which corresponds to f ≈ 230 Hz for our
size of array. It is important to note that the array will
be mirrored by a ground-plane reflection [5, 6], and
the shading function in (5) is symmetric about θ = 0◦.
Thus an array on the ground with a circular arc from
θ = [0◦,70◦] should have the same response as an array
in free-space with a circular arc from θ = [−70◦,70◦].

Each driver in the array is shaded by sampling eq. (5)
at the driver’s angle from horizontal. A circuit diagram
for the network is shown in Fig. 3. Although there
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Fig. 3: Resistive network designed to implement the
shading function in (5). The driver labels corre-
spond to those in Fig. 2.

are many different ways one could design a shading
network, this one was chosen because it incorporates
resistances which are easily implemented with no more
than three typical ("off-the-shelf") resistors (in series
and parallel combinations), the circuit does an adequate
job of minimizing power loss through the resistors, the
circuit is easy to assemble, the total input impedance
is between approximately 7.2Ω (and almost any audio
amplifier can handle between 4–8Ω), and the network
can handle up to approximately 105 W.

The shading circuit was CNC milled onto double-sided
copper clad board, and the amplifier and drivers were
connected to the board using screw terminals and 18-
gauge wire, shown in Fig. 4. This method has ad-
vantages over the point-to-point wiring used in previ-
ous CBT implementations [7] as it allows potential for
changing shading functions simply by switching to a
different board, and it greatly simplifies the assembly
process.

Fig. 4: the CNC milled shading circuit from Fig. 3.

Fig. 5: The (unequalized) magnitude response of the
dipole CBT array from θ = [0◦,70◦] (blue),
with 3 and 6 dB/oct slopes (dashed) intersecting
at the cutoff frequency, f ≈ 230 Hz. Note the
dipole peak at 2.2 kHz and the null at 4.5 kHz.

3.2 Magnitude Response

The acoustic response of the array was measured at a
variety of angles using a microphone placed two meters
away from the center of curvature of the array. The
microphone was rotated about this point for all mea-
surements. The frequency response of the array was
determined using standard maximum length sequence
(MLS) techniques [8, 9, Ch. 6].

Ideally, all testing would have been done in an anechoic
chamber. Lacking access to one, we used the Thomp-
son Rivers University gymnasium since it provides a
quiet, open space in which first reflections are suffi-
ciently delayed to allow accurate measurement down to
low frequency.The floor reflection is part of the CBT de-
sign so the next closest reflecting surface was the roof of
the gymnasium, located 8 metres away. It was assumed
that the speed of sound in air was 343 m/s, thus the first
reflection took around 60 ms to reach the microphone.
To suppress room reflections, the extracted impulse
response was windowed to the first 55ms, giving a fre-
quency resolution of 18Hz in the computed response.
Note that the response has 1/3-octave smoothing.

The raw (unequalized) magnitude responses, at various
angles in the plane of the array, are shown in Fig. 5. It
is clear that above the cutoff frequency the level of the
on-axis response decreases at 3 dB/oct with decreasing
frequency as predicted by the theory. Below cutoff it
was predicted that the level would drop 6 dB/oct toward
low frequency, however, this was not observed. In this
report, we only offer some speculations as to why the
array did not behave as expected below cutoff:

• The impedance of the drivers increases rapidly
below 300 Hz [4], so the shading circuit becomes
less effective at attenuating the low-level drivers.
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• Although the gymnasium was relatively quiet, the
HVAC system could not be disabled during testing,
which may have introduced significant noise at
frequencies below 100 Hz.

Unlike the theory presented by Taylor et al., this system
uses physical dipole drivers with finite separation be-
tween the positve and negative sources. For a 3" baffle,
we expect the front and back drivers’ on-axis signals
to arrive in-phase at about 2.2 kHz, giving rise to a
dipole peak [10, Ch. 13]. At higher frequency there
is progressively more desctructive interfence between
the sources, until the signals arrive anti-phase at about
4.5 kHz, resulting in a null. Indeed, the predicted dipole
peak at 2 kHz is apparaent in all the response curves in
Fig. 5.

In any case, we are left with a system that can be read-
ily equalized between 100 Hz and 5 kHz. Fig. 6 shows
both the (normalized) simulated response and the mea-
sured response. It is clear that there is considerably
more ripple in the measured response, but the spacing
between θ responses remains fairly constant, which
indicates that radiation pattern maintains roughly the
same shape.

The radiation pattern at several different frequencies
(normalized to on-axis), along with the shading func-
tion, are shown in Fig. 7. Note that the radiation pattern
is essentially constant, and agrees with the shading
function (within a few dB) over a wide range of fre-
quencies, as our theory predicts.

4 Conclusion

We have shown that a practical device implementing
the theory developed in [1] can be formed using a dis-
crete array of conventional drivers and confirmed many
predictions from their work, including:

• The far-field radiation pattern has the same shape
as the shading function for a single-mode shading
function (e.g. cosine shading).

• The far-field radiation pattern remains constant
above a cutoff frequency, until spatial aliasing
effects occur.

• Above cutoff, the on-axis response level drops at
3 dB/oct.

In subsequent works, we would like to address the issue
of the measured response below cutoff differing from
that predicted by the theory.
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(a) Simulated response. (b) Measured response.

Fig. 6: Far-field magnitude responses at various angles θ in the plane of the array, normalized to the on-axis (θ = 0)
response, for a circular-arc array of dipole source elements. The shading in both cases is the wide-beam
cosine shading of equation (5).

Fig. 7: The far-field radiation pattern for several dif-
ferent frequencies, normalized to the on-axis
level (solid), as well as the shape of the shad-
ing function from (5) (dashed). Note that the
radiation pattern is within a couple dB of the
shading function.
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